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General intensive care unit (ICU) severity models are
remarkably popular, as judged by the number of peer re-
view publications that contain a severity system as a key
component of the study. A MEDLINE search of articles
published between January 1993 and December 1997
revealed that there were 552 articles published, with
two-thirds of these studies using the Acute Physiology
and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE), mortality
probability models (MPMs), or the Simplified Acute
Physiology Score (SAPS) (S. Weitzen, T. Higgins, D.
Teres, unpublished data). Studies using pediatric or neo-
natal models were next in frequency (15 %), with a
much smaller number of articles focused on cardiac sur-
gery models, multiple organ failure models, or trauma
scores. In more than half of these studies the severity
score was used for risk stratification or as a clinical de-
scriptor of patient populations. Surprisingly, 30 % of
the articles focused on the development, validation, or
performance of severity systems or comparisons of
models. Other studies (10 %) used models as part of
economic analyses and in only 4 % of studies was the
primary goal comparison of quality of care in ICUs.

In this issue of Intensive Care Medicine, Metnitz et al.
[1] report, in a small but detailed study, on the perfor-

mance of SAPS II in nine Austrian ICUs. The results
are not surprising; SAPS II did not fit well in the new
set of patients 6 years after the original publication of
SAPS II [2]. To date, there have been no studies that
have shown that severity models are stable over time,
in a new setting, and with different case mixes [3±7].
APACHE III did not demonstrate external validation
using a large number of hospitals in the United States
[8, 9]. If we believe in medical progress and in the ad-
vancement of science, then we would not expect the
models to show good calibration over time. We would
expect the observed mortality to be lower than the
mean predicted hospital mortality, particularly for mid-
dle severity patients. If there were severe resource con-
straints and reduction in staffing and we had good
benchmark data, we might expect to find higher ob-
served than predicted hospital mortality. What about
the introduction of a new disease now more frequently
treated in the ICU but not previously included in sever-
ity model development? AIDS was considered a fatal
disease and was only minimally included in APACHE,
MPM, and SAPS databases [2, 10±12]. Now AIDS is a
more chronic disease with more patients being admitted
to the ICU with AIDS as a background condition or as a
major component of the acute process. What about new
technology? Non-invasive positive pressure ventilation
is now being more commonly used. For a patient with
acute exacerbation of chronic respiratory failure who is
placed on nocturnal nasal ventilation on admission to
the ICU, how do we apply the definitions of respiratory
failure including intubation and mechanical ventilation
as described in models that are now several years old?
For all of the above reasons, there is a rationale for con-
sidering a role for recalibrating or customizing a severity
model for a specific application.

What are the advantages of such an approach? When
should this mathematical manipulation be done? Are
there any alternative approaches? What information is
lost when a model is customized or recalibrated?
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The first article on the practical aspects of customiz-
ing ICU severity models was stimulated by the need to
have accurate severity models available for patients
with sepsis who were being enrolled in phase II/III clini-
cal trials [13]. The alternative approach would have
been to launch a new, large data collection effort fo-
cused on patients admitted to the ICU with clearly de-
fined sepsis (Systemic Inflammatory Response Syn-
drome with severe sepsis) and then to develop a unique
model for this important subgroup of ICU patients. Un-
fortunately, developing a new model de novo is time
consuming and an expensive endeavor. The approach
devised by Le Gall and Lemeshow was to customize
MPM and SAPS for patients with sepsis by mathemati-
cally adjusting the logit so that, in the revised model,
there was good correspondence between observed and
predicted mortality [13]. In clinical trials it is important
to have properly calibrated models for risk stratification
and for measuring severity-adjusted efficacy [14, 15].
Zhu et al. [16] published a detailed computer simulation
study using the MPM II database. The primary goal of
this study was to provide a statistical basis for using se-
verity models for comparative quality assessment. They
evaluated the impact of various mortality rates by arbi-
trarily and systematically changing the outcome at hos-
pital discharge from ªsurvivedº to ªdeceasedº or from
ªdeceasedº to ªsurvived.º They also systematically
changed the sample size. They showed that goodness-
of-fit calibration was more sensitive to differences in
mortality than discrimination as measured by the re-
ceiver operator characteristic curve. The sample size
also had an effect on model ªstability.º They concluded
that severity models were useful for quality assurance
purposes. To accommodate likely improvements in
ICU technology, they demonstrated two techniques for
recalibrating a model through customizing either the lo-
git or individual coefficients [16].

What followed is an example of the law of unintend-
ed consequences. There have now been a number of
studies in the literature that have evaluated model per-
formance with very adequate attention to data collec-
tion and data management. When the goodness-of-fit
test was applied and the model was demonstrated to be
poorly calibrated, the researchers then assumed that
the next step was to customize the model [17, 18]. The
presumption was that there was something wrong with
the model which either under- or overpredicted out-
come of vital status at hospital discharge. Quality of
care was considered to be a less likely explanation.
Case mix was ªcorrectedº by recalibration.

There are some circumstances where customization
is appropriate. In the Greater Cleveland Quality Choice
study, the authors recalibrated APACHE III prior to
initiating their quality of care comparison [19]. They
then proceeded to perform a quality of care report card
study without further recalibrating the model. Once

there is a good, up-to-date local model, that severity sys-
tem can be used for quality of care comparisons, assum-
ing high quality data collection techniques, clarification
of definitions, and good data management. The Austri-
an study reported in this issue provides good informa-
tion about the attention paid to these details, including
having one expert data collector travel to each of the
sites [1]. Hopefully, the Austrian research group will
now proceed with a quality of care comparison. The
analysis should determine whether each ICU is above,
below, or at the referent point set by the severity model.
There should not be a rationale to recustomize the mod-
el but rather to focus on explaining the differences
based on case mix and/or quality of care differences.

Our concern is that, in the decision to customize the
model to improve model performance, important infor-
mation may be lost. In Tables 2 and 3 and in Fig. 1a of
the Metnitz et al. study, there is clear demonstration
that the observed mortality is lower than expected for
patients in the middle severity strata [1]. This finding
does not appear to be random and should be viewed as
positive. Perhaps care has improved over the 6-year
time period! In the studies by Apolone et al., there was
a striking geographic difference [5]. Northern Italy had
a standardized mortality ratio that was similar to that
published in the original SAPS II paper, while central
and southern Italy had a higher observed mortality
than predicted. Is this merely ªunderpredictionº by a
bad or poorly calibrated model which could be fixed by
customizing the model, or is there a quality of care dif-
ference? In the EURICUS database there was wider
variability in the observed to expected mortality ratio,
indicating the difficult issues related to case mix differ-
ences [20].

In the United States, there is a trend toward lowered
observed compared to predicted hospital mortality. The
reason is that, because of managed care pressure, some
ICU patients with complex care issues and ventilator
dependence (DRG 438) are being sent to a separate fa-
cility for continued care in a subacute or postacute care
facility. These ICU patients are discharged from the
acute care hospital and, for severity of model applica-
tion, they are considered discharged alive. However,
some of these patients may be subsequently admitted
to another acute care hospital or have further complica-
tions and die in the subacute facility.

To accommodate this major change in medical prac-
tice and to better define when critical care starts, our re-
search group has proposed focusing attention on the
acute episode of critical illness rather than on each
ICU admission [21]. A reasonable endpoint would be vi-
tal status at 90 days. For such an approach, the severity
model will need to be recalibrated for 90 days instead
of hospital discharge. Hopefully, data bases will adjust
to the proposed change and we can then compare ICU
and cost performance from the beginning of the acute
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critical episode to a more acceptable endpoint using
previously defined methods [22]. As with any proposed
change, there are potential problems. These include de-
fining when the first and only severity measure should
be collected and how to track patients over the 90 days.
ICU severity models have been successful because the

clock starts when you first see the patient in the ICU
and stops when the patient leaves your hospital. Despite
the new problems to be encountered, the time has come
to customize the severity models for the acute episode
of critical illness.
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